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C

Can I get back to you on this?  151

Can I say a few words about~ ?  046

Can I say something about~ ?  046

Can you believe how much~?  426

Can you believe S+V?  029

Can you believe S+V?  426

Can you tell me how to+V?  270

Can’t you see~?  306

Can’t you see~?  114

Can’t you+V? You must+V  152

Can’t you+V~ ?  430

carry on~  547

Chances are that S+V  179

chat with sb  183

Check this out, S+V  034

come through  562

come to an agreement  335

come to think of it,  513

come up with  061

compared to~  516

concentrate on ~ing  260

considering~  517

Correct me if I’m wrong, but~  043

Could you do me a favor and+V?  541

Could you give me some time to think about it?  
  149

Could you let me know what[if ] S+V ?  237

Could you repeat that, please?  124

Could you say that again?  123

Could you speak a little louder?  126

Could you speak more slowly?  126

D

deep down  572

Did I tell you S+V?  036

Did you (ever) hear about ~?  025

Did you know about~ ?  028

Did you know that S+V?  028

Didn’t I tell you S+V?  036

Didn’t you hear about ~ who…?  025

do a good job  563

Do I have to remind you S+V?  129

Do I make myself clear? 104

Do I understand that to mean S+V? 105

do nothing  552

do one’s duty~  544

do one’s job~  544

do one’s part to+V 544

do research on the Internet  032

do the same  565

Do you believe S+V?  426

Do you happen to ~?  568

Do you have a preference for ~? 073

Do you have a preference for ~? 540

Do you have a problem with~ ?  281

Do you have any idea how~ ?  309

Do you have any idea what S+V?  309

Do you have any idea who~?  309

Do you hear me?  083

Do you know about ~ ?  028

Do you know anything about ~?  057

Do you know how S+V?  292

Do you know how to+V?  269

Do you know how~ ?  292

Do you know if S+V ?  292

Do you know of any other ~?  057

Do you know of anyone who ~?  057

Do you know S+V?  290

Do you know what S+V?  290

Do you know when S+V?  290

Do you know where S+V?  291

Do you know who S+V?  291

Do you know why S+V?  291

Do you mean that ~?  096

Do you mind ~ing?  247

Do you mind if S+V?  247

Do you realize S+V?  310

Do you think ~? 056

Do you think so? ~ , indeed, but I don’t think~ 339

Do you think that is why S+V?  452

Do you use the word A ~deliberately?  132

Do you want me to+V?  066

Do you want to talk about~?  065

Do you want to tell me why S+V~?  065

Do you want to+V?  065

do~ harm  556

Does anyone have an idea of ~ ?  308

Does it bother you that S+V  272

Does it bother you to+V? 272

Does that mean (that) S+V?  095

Don’t be so quick to+V  343

Don’t get me wrong, but S+V  169

Don’t give it a second thought  391

Don’t make me feel like~  160

Don’t make me feel+형용사  160

Don’t make me+V 160

don’t make things any easier 551

Don’t take it personally, but S+V 169

A

(It) Looks like S+V   193

(It) Seems like+N~   197

(It) Sounds like S+V~ 195

(It) Sounds like+N  194

(It) Sounds+형용사 194

(It's) No wonder S+V 287

A be the most important+N  263

A is one thing, but B is another 218

Absolutely!  364

according to+N 517

act like S+V 559

act+형용사[부사]~ 559

Actually, 049

agree to disagree 337

agree with sb  312

All I can tell you is~ 136

All I remember is ~ing 146

All I want to do is+V 420

All I’m saying is that S+V 086

All things considered, S+V 207

All you need to do is + V 420

Am I correct that your point is S+V 121

Am I right in saying that S+V? 117

Am I right in thinking that S+V? 117

Am I to understand that S+V? 105

And there is another thing, 153

Another way to+V is to+V 266

Any chance S+V? 179

Are you a big fan of~ ? 060

Are you aware of what (S+) V? 295

Are you aware of[that ]~ ? 295

Are you interested in ~?  073

Are you saying S+V?  078

Are you suggesting that S+V?  079

Are you suggesting~ ?  063

Are you sure of~ ?  299

Are you sure S+V?  299

Are you talking about sb+ ~ing?  081

Are you talking about+N[~ing] ?  081

Are you telling me that S+V?  078

Are you trying to say S+V?  078

As a matter of fact, 049

as a result of~  521

As far as I am concerned,  512

As far as I know,  512

As I mentioned before, 044

As I said earlier,  044

as I see it  512

As I was saying,  044

as it turned out~ 551

as long as S+V 508

as though[if ] 495

As you know,  045

As you may know,  045

ask me if ~ 329

at sb’s suggestion 064

B

B as well as A 523

be a waste of effort  216

be allowed to+V  215

be arrested for allegedly ~ing  554

be available~  549

be between you and me 557

be charged with~  554

be faced with~  543

be forced to+V  215

be getting better and better  489

be getting harder and harder (to+V)  489

be good for~  556

be known for~  059

be not allowed to+V  215

be not at all embarrassed to+V  404

be not shy when it comes to+N  404

be optimistic about~  553

be out of one’s league  571

be out of touch with~  217

be part of the problem  285

be the first sb to + V  492

be the first sth to+V  492

be the last thing I should+V  492

be through  561

be used to+V  549

be willing to+V  567

because of~  521

become more and more+형용사  489

blow the whistle on~  557

brace oneself for  260

burn out  568

But can’t we~ , instead of~ ing?  372

But don’t you think~?  339

But isn’t it true~?  058

But it’s more logical to think~ 377

But on the other hand,~  380

But wouldn’t you agree~?  339

by the time S+V  511

By the way  511
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How about~? 072

How can you be so sure S+V? 433

How can you be so~ ? 433

How can you even think of[about]~? 435

How can you not know~ ? 434

How can you not+V~ ? 434

How can you say all this, when~?  433

How can you say S+V?  432

How can you think of~?  435

How can you think that S+V ~?  435

How can you+V?  432

How come you didn’t~ ?  436

How come you think ~?  436

How come~ ?  436

How could you not tell me~?  434

How could you say S+V?  432

How dare you+V?  437

How did it go with~ ?  164

How did it happen?  162

How do you think S+V~ ?  053

How long ago was+N?  471

How long do you think S+will+V ~?  470

How long does it take to+V ~?  470

How long will it take to+V?  470

How many times have I told you ~?  129

How many times have I told you ~?  258

How often~ ?  471

How popular is + S ~?  059

How soon~ ?  471

How would you like it if S+V?  071

How would you like to+V?  071

How would you like+N?  071

How’s A going?  164

I

I (can) remember back+몇년(a few years)  
+when(관계부사) S+V  473

I (have) heard that ~  026

I (just) want to make sure S+V  229

I (just) want to tell you how much I appreciate~  407

I admit that is true, but I still think S+V 210

I admit that is true, but~  378

I agree with A but I don’t agree with B 333

I agree with most of the points you’ve made, but~  
 334

I agree with most of what you said, but~ 334

I agree with part of what you said, 334

I agree with you completely on that point, but~ 335

I agree with you on~ 333

I agree with you to some extent, but I still can’t 
understand why~  335

I am curious to see if S + V~  329

I am hoping to~ 384

I apologize for~  409

I apologize to sb  409

I apologize to sb for sth  409

I appreciate sb ~ing  407

I beg to differ  336

I bet you S+V  209

I can imagine how you~ 311

I can imagine that S+V  311

I can say with certainty that S+V 319

I can see S+V 137

I can see that S+V  311

I can see what[where, how~] S+V  137

I can see why S+V  137

I can tell you S+V  136

I can tell you that[what~] S+V  136

I can’t believe (that) S + V  428

I can’t believe how many ~  428

I can’t figure out why S+V  320

I can’t figure out why S+V  452

I can’t really say that S+V  211

I can’t remember the last time S+V  473

I can’t say S+V  103

I can’t tell (you) how~  438

I can’t tell you how 형용사[부사] S+V 211

I can’t wait to+V 417

I can+V, as long as S+V 508

I coudn’t agree more 332

I could be mistaken, but~ 043

I could be wrong, but~ 043

I could be wrong, but~ 378

I couldn’t care less 352

I couldn’t care less about+N 352

I couldn’t care less if~ 352

I couldn’t say that[if ] S+V 103

I decided to+V 259

I didn’t catch what S+V 124

I didn’t catch what you said (about) 327

I didn’t hear S+V 127

I didn’t hear you+~ing  127

I didn’t hear you+V  127

I didn’t know S+V  348

I didn’t mean to~  168

I didn’t say S+V~  088

I didn’t think S+V  191

I didn’t think that I was going to + V  439

I didn’t think that I was going to+V 191

Don’t tell me that S+V 138

Don’t tell me to  138

Don’t tell me what[where; how]~  138

Don’t you dare+V  437

Don’t you know S+V?  306

Don’t you think S+V?  056

Don’t you understand~ ?  306

Don’t you understand~?  114

due to~  521

E

Earlier you said S+V  099

Easier said than done  363

end up ~ing  546

end up with+N  546

especially when ~ing  479

Even though S+V, S+V  494

ever  507

every opportunity that I have  182

except that + S + V  532

Excuse me, but did you say that S+V? 125

Excuse me. Do you mean S+V? 125

Excuse me?  123

feel as though[if ]  495

file a lawsuit  554

find another way to+V  264

focus on~  542

for a while  526

For example,  252

For one thing~ and for another~  460

for the benefit of~  519

for the long haul  526

for the sake of~  519

for the time being 526

found ~ on the Internet  032

from my point of view 510

G  

get caught in~  564

get help~  545

get in touch with sb  217

get in touch with sth  217

get in trouble  271

get involved in~  564

get on with~  547

Get out of here!  458

get over  562

get publicity  060

get sb in trouble  271

get sb to+V  185

get stuck in~  564

get the chance to+V 178

get the hang of~ 568

Get this, S+V  034

get through  562

get used to+N[~ing]  549

get worked up  399

Give it a break!  458

Give me a break!  458

give sth some thought 555

given that S+V~ 516

go on strike 571

go on~ 548

go through 561

Guess what? 024

H

happen 548

have (got) to do with~  275

have ~ on one’s hands  552

have a better chance at ~ing  180

have a big mouth  571

have a chat with sb  183

have a get together  558

have a long way to go before ~ 478

have a lot of faith in~  553

have a reputation for~  060

have disregard for~  560

have nothing to do with~  275

have one’s benefits  556

have second thought about~  555

have something to do with~  275

have the opportunity to+V  178

have to deal with~  543

Have you ever been to+장소?  027

Have you ever p.p. ~ ?  027

Have you ever wondered why S+V? 460

Have you had any problems ~ing?  281

Have you heard about ~ ?  025

Have you thought about ~? 111

have[get] ~+pp 185

help sb out~ 545

help sb+V  184

Here’s the thing, ~  285

Hopefully S + will + V  417

How about ~ing?  072

How about S+V?  072

F
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I have half a mind to+V  241

I have never been to ~  027

I have no doubt about~  318

I have no doubt that S+V  318

I have no idea~ 308

I have no objection to~ 366

I have no other choice but to + V 257

I have no reason to+V  445

I have something to+V  541

I have the impression that S+V  414

I have to admit it, but S+V  210

I have to agree that S+V  333

I hear you  364

I heard a rumor that S+V[about~]  030

I heard an interesting piece of gossip about~  030

I heard it through the grapevine (that S+V)  037

I hesitate to say this, but~  039

I hope that~  384

I hope you don’t mind me ~ing  384

I just forgot  250

I just read an article about (sb who)~  031

I just read[or saw] ~ in the SNS that S+V  033

I just wanted to let you know that S+V  235

I just wanted to say that S+V  234

I just wanted you to know that S+V  235

I knew almost nothing about ~ 325

I know how hard you+V but I hope you can+V 173

I know how to+V  269

I know nothing of~  324

I know what S+V  269

I know what you are saying (about~)  089

I know what you’re trying to say (about~)  089

I know[see] what you mean (about~)  089

I made a mistake in ~ing  161

I mean what I say  122

I mean, S+V  159

I mean,~  159

I meant it seriously  122

I meant to+V, but unfortunately, S+V  168

I must admit that S+V  210

I must insist that you+V  152

I must say S+V  206

I need more time to think about it  150

I never said that S+V  348

I never thought about~  442

I never thought I’d say this, but S+V  111

I never thought I’d+V  111

I never wanted you to+V  235

I overheard somebody speaking about ~  038

I prefer ~ing to ~ing  412

I prefer A to B  412

I prefer N rather than N 413

I prefer to+V  412

I promised myself that S+V  259

I read in the paper today that S+V  031

I realize how to+V  310

I realize that S+V ~  310

I really must point out that S+V  206

I regret ~ing  392

I regret that S+V  392

I regret to tell you ~  035

I regret to tell you S+V  392

I remember sb[sth] ~ing  145

I remember the first time S+V  146

I remember when S+V  146

I respect your opinion, but~  378

I said that S+V  088

I saw in the news that S+V  031

I say S+V  076

I see what you want to say, but I don’t agree that 
S+V  258

I see what you want to say, but~  375

I see your point, but~  358

I should say~  131

I spend + 시간 + ~ing 477

I started to think back on~  475

I strongly suggest to you that you+V  152

I suggest ~ing  062

I suggest you+V  062

I suggested to sb that S+V 062

I suppose S+V  205

I take a different view from sb  208

I take the view that S+V  208

I take your point as far as ~ concerned  379

I think A is not the right word to describe~  131

I think I’ll~ 188

I think it really depends on~  256

I think it’d be better to+V  222

I think it’s best that[if ]~  223

I think it’s better that S+V  221

I think it’s better to+V  221

I think it’s important to[S+V]~  262

I think S+V  188

I think there are two issues here. One is~ the 
other~  156

I think you’re right about~  361

I thought I could~  107

I thought I told you not to+V 109

I thought I told you S+V  109

I thought I told you to+V  109

I don’t believe it!  438

I don’t blame you  363

I don’t buy it  439

I don’t care (about) 351

I don’t care if S+V  351

I don’t care wh~  351

I don’t feel comfortable with[~ing]  386

I don’t feel like S+V  201

I don’t get it 114

I don’t have a chance to ~  178

I don’t have any opinion on whether S+V  255

I don’t have any opinion on[about]~  326

I don’t have anything to say on[about]~  326

I don’t have anything to say on~  255

I don’t know (much) about~, but~  300

I don’t know all the details  307

I don’t know exactly what happened  307

I don’t know how S+V  302

I don’t know how to tell you this, but~  040

I don’t know how to+V  303

I don’t know how you can+V  440

I don’t know if S+V  302

I don’t know what S+V  301

I don’t know what to think of~  303

I don’t know what to+V  303

I don’t know where[when] S+V  301

I don’t know whether I should ask you this, but~ 041

I don’t know who S+V  301

I don’t know why S+V 302

I don’t know, but I’m sure~ 300

I don’t know~  300

I don’t like the idea of ~ing  376

I don’t mean to hurt your feelings, but~  041

I don’t mean to+V  167

I don’t mind ~ing  353

I don’t mind ~ing because S+V 353

I don’t mind if S+V  353

I don’t quite follow what you said about~  327

I don’t quite follow what you said about+N  092

I don’t see anything wrong with that  366

I don’t see the point of~  346

I don’t see why not  366

I don’t see why S+V  304

I don’t suppose S+V  205

I don’t think I can~  338

I don’t think I will~  338

I don’t think it’s a good idea to+V 338

I don’t think it’s true that S+V 190

I don’t think it’s true that S+V 439

I don’t think S+V 190

I don’t think S+V, rather~ 190

I don’t understand how you can be so  379

I don’t understand how you can be so ~ 440

I don’t understand the point you’re making 
(about+N) 092

I don’t understand what you mean 091

I don’t understand what you mean by your 
comments on+N … 092

I don’t understand what you mean by~ 327

I don’t understand what you’re getting  
at when S+V 091

I don’t understand what you’re saying (about~) 091

I don’t understand why S+V  452

I don’t understand why[how~]  304

I don’t understand[see] the point of~  304

I don’t want to get into~  154

I don’t want to say anything that (S)+V  236

I don’t want to talk about+N that~ anymore 236

I doubt if S+V~  317

I doubt it[that]  317

I doubt that S+V  317

I entirely disagree with you~  337

I feel like ~ing  201

I feel like+N[S+V]  201

I find it difficult to agree with you on~  337

I find it hard to say what I feel, but~  042

I find that S+V  203

I found out S+V  203

I found out sth~  203

I get your point  358

I guess he’s talking about ~  233

I guess I was lucky because S+V  233

I guess it goes to show you how~  251

I guess S+V  204

I guess so, but don’t forget that S+V  119

I guess the positive side is that S+V  233

I guess what you’re trying to say is that S+V 080

I guess you have a point, but I’d like to+V 346

I guess you’re right about~  361

I guess you’re right because S+V  361

I guess you’re talking about+N  080

I had no idea that ~  308

I hardly expected to find that S+V  425

I hardly expected to+V  171

I hate to say this, but  039

I have a feeling that S+V  398

I have a mind to+V  241

I have a problem with sb[sth] ~ing 280

I have a real problem ~ing  280

I have feelings for sb  398
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I’m afraid it isn’t very good news, but~ 042

I’m afraid of+N[~ing]  231

I’m afraid that I+V  231

I’m afraid that S+V  231

I’m against+N  349

I’m amazed that S+V  425

I’m angry at~  401

I’m angry because S+V  401

I’m anxious about~  395

I’m anxious to hear that S+V  395

I’m anxious to+V  395

I’m aware of what[how]~  293

I’m aware of~  293

I’m aware that S+V~  293

I’m concerned about+N[S+V]  391

I’m disappointed at[about, by]~  405

I’m disappointed in~  405

I’m disappointed that S+V  406

I’m disappointed to+V  405

I’m for it  350

I’m frustrated because S+V  402

I’m glad you mentioned[said] that S+V  347

I’m going to make sure (that) S+V  229

I’m grateful for~  408

I’m grateful to sb for~  408

I’m happy with[about]  388

I’m in favor of~  350

I’m just glad that S+V  389

I’m just glad to+V  389

I’m just grateful that S+V  408

I’m just thinking of[about]+N  189

I’m looking forward to ~ing  417

I’m nervous about~  403

I’m not (so) sure about~  297

I’m not at ease with  415

I’m not aware of what~  294

I’m not aware of~  294

I’m not aware that S+V  294

I’m not even sure if S+V  298

I’m not happy that S+V  388

I’m not in favor of~  350

I’m not saying S+V  076

I’m not sure if S+V  298

I’m not sure of all the details  307

I’m not sure that S+V  297

I’m not sure what~  297

I’m not sure, but I think S+V  298

I’m not talking about+N[~ing]  082

I’m on your side  362

I’m opposed to~  349

I’m pleased to+V  402

I’m proud of~  403

I’m really lucky that ~  389

I’m relieved that S+V  403

I’m sad ~ing  400

I’m sad to hear that S+V  400

I’m satisfied with ~  402

I’m serious  122

I’m shocked to[about, by]~  425

I’m sorry to have to tell you this, but~  040

I’m sorry to hear about sb ~ing  387

I’m sorry to hear about~ 387

I’m sorry to say it, but~ 035

I’m sorry to trouble you, but S+V  035

I’m sorry, but I have to say~  040

I’m starting to understand ~  321

I’m sure about~  296

I’m sure of~  296

I’m sure that S+V  296

I’m surprised (to find) that S+V  424

I’m surprised at your comment on~  455

I’m surprised to + V  424

I’m talking about+N[~ing]  082

I’m talking to you about~  083

I’m the one who+V  504

I’m thinking of[about]~ing  189

I’m thinking S+V  188

I’m trying to think back on the time when S+V 475

I’m trying to+V, but I need more time  150

I’m very excited about~  399

I’m very excited to+V  399

I’m very sorry to hear that S + V  387

I’m willing to bet (that) S+V  245

I’m with you  362

I’m with you on that one  362

I’m wondering if S+V  315

I’m worried about A ~ing  390

I’m worried about~  390

I’m worried that S+V  390

I’ve been meaning to+V  536

I’ve been trying to + V  536

I’ve been trying to figure out ~  320

I’ve never known sb to+V  441

I’ve started to notice that S+V  321

If I understand you correctly, you’re saying S+V? 105

if I were you,  499

If it’s true, S+V  226

If only I could+V  419

If S+V, then S+V 498

If S+V, what (will) happen to~ ? 166

I thought S+V  107

I thought you agreed to+V  110

I thought you said S+V  110

I thought you said S+V  347

I thought you said you were going to+V  110

I thought you were going to+V  107

I told you I never wanted to+V  108

I told you that S+V  108

I told you to+V, (didn’t I?)  108

I totally agree with you that S+V  332

I tried to+V, but S+V  167

I understand S+V  090

I understand that, but S+V  090

I understand the point you are making, but~ 379

I understand what S+V 090

I used the word A in the sense that S+V 132

I visited A’s blog and got to know~ 033

I want to see if S+V 143

I want you to know how+형용사+it is  322

I want you to make sure S+V  229

I wanted to tell you that S+V  234

I wanted to try~  234

I was just ~ing  478

I was just trying to + V  478

I was thinking of[about]~ing  189

I was told that[to+V]~  038

I was wondering if I could~ 316

I was wondering if S+V  315

I was wondering if you could~  316

I was wrong about~  115

I will do anything for ~  539

I will make sure (that) S+V  228

I will[would] be disappointed if S+V  406

I will+V, as long as S+V  508

I will+V~, even if S+V  494

I wish (that)~  385

I wish I could, but S+V  167

I wish sb + sth  385

I wish to+V  385

I won’t let ~  259

I wonder how many~  314

I wonder if ~ could~  316

I wonder if S+V  315

I wonder what S+V  313

I wonder when S+V  313

I wonder where S+V  313

I wonder who S+V  314

I wonder why S+V  314

I would appreciate it if you~  407

I would have never thought that S+V  442

I would have to say (that) S + V 242

I would like to emphasize that S+V  253

I would like to put stress on~  253

I would like to stress that S+V  253

I would never do anything to+V  539

I would say that S+V  242

I would~ if I were you  499

I wouldn’t be comfortable if S+V  386

I wouldn’t say that S+V  103

I wouldn’t say that S+V  211

I(‘ll) bet S+V  209

I(‘ve) got a feeling S+V  398

I(‘ve) never heard about[of, from]~  026

I(‘ve) never heard sb+V[~ing] 026

I’d be happy to say that S+V  245

I’d be happy to+V  388

I’d be lying if I said~ 088

I’d feel better if S+V 410

I’d just like to say a few words as to~ 047

I’d just like to say a few words as to~ 245

I’d like to add that S+V  248

I’d like to complain about~  248

I’d like to have more time to think it over  150

I’d like to make it very clear that S+V  157

I’d like to make one thing clear. That is S+V 157

I’d like you to+V  067

I’d prefer not to+V  413

I’d prefer to+V  413

I’d rather A than B  484

I’d rather+V  484

I’d very much like to say~  047

I’ll check to see if S+V  144

I’ll give it some thought  148

I’ll have to check this with~  151

I’ll have to consider this with~  151

I’ll keep in mind that S+V  243

I’ll let you know what[if~] S+V  236

I’ll never forget that time when S+V  476

I’ll never+V, unless S+V  496

I’ll see about+N[~ing]  141

I’ll see if I can+V  142

I’ll see if S+V  142

I’ll see to it that S+V  141

I’ll see what I can do to+V  141

I’ll tell you what 024

I’ll try it if it’s ~  501

I’ll+V, only if S+V  494

I’m (just) saying that S+V  076

I’m afraid I can’t agree with you~  336

I’m afraid I have to disagree that S+V  336
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It slipped my mind  250

It sounds to me like S+V  195

It takes a while to + V  469

It takes me 시간 to+V  469

It was a matter of time before S+V 467

It was a mistake to+V  161

It was like+N[~ing]  199

It was the first time (that) S+V  474

It was the first time that S+V in at least~  474

It will take you about+시간명사  469

It works best for ~  540

It would be a good idea to+V  261

It would be a good idea to+V  342

It would be an idea not to~, but to~  371

It would be an idea not to+V, but to+V  261

It would be better to+V  371

It would be better to+V~  222

It would be like ~ing[S+V]  200

It would be nice not to+V  376

It would be nice to+V  418

It would help if S+V  418

It would make me feel better if S+V  411

It’d be nice if S+V  418

It’ll give us time to+V  477

It’s (about) time (that) S+V  468

It’s (just) a matter of time till S+V  467

It’s ~ that counts  504

It’s a good idea to begin with~ 261

It’s a good[bad] idea because it makes sb think 
about 286

It’s a pity  397

It’s a pity that S+V  397

It’s a shame that S+V  396

It’s a shame to+V  396

It’s against the rules to+V  370

It’s all right for you to say that S+V but~  373

It’s because S+V  459

It’s best that S+V  223

It’s best to+V  223

It’s better than ~ing  221

It’s better that S+V  220

It’s better to~ than to+V  220

It’s better to+V~  220

It’s called~  538

It’s common knowledge that S+V  258

It’s crucial[critical] that S+V ~  263

It’s difficult to believe that S+V  429

It’s difficult to see why S+V  377

It’s easy for you to say~ , but~  373

It’s easy to+V  181

It’s gonna be like S+V  200

It’s gonna be like+N[~ing]  200

It’s good that S+V  219

It’s good to+V  219

It’s great to+V~  224

It’s hard to believe that S+V  429

It’s hard to imagine that S+V  429

It’s high time S+V  468

It’s illegal to+V  370

It’s important (for sb) to+V  262

It’s important S+V  262

It’s important to keep ~ in mind when ~ing  243

It’s impossible (for sb) to+V~  174

It’s impossible not to+V  175

It’s just a guess, but I think S+V  204

It’s just that S+V  277

It’s like+ ~ing  198

It’s like+N  198

It’s like+S+V  198

It’s likely to+V  182

It’s misleading to+V  374

It’s much more difficult to+V  181

It’s much more difficult to+V  377

It’s next to impossible to+V  174

It’s not ~ at all  380

It’s not a good idea for sb to+V  342

It’s not a matter of ~ing  173

It’s not a question[a matter] of~  367

It’s not good for sb to+V~  219

It’s not impossible that~  175

It’s not like S+V  199

It’s not like+N[~ing]  199

It’s not normal to+V  370

It’s not possible to+V~  174

It’s not that S+V  277

It’s not true that S+V  225

It’s obvious that S+V  287

It’s one thing to+V, it’s other thing to+V 218

It’s only a matter of time before S+V 467

It’s sick to think that S+V  415

It’s such a shame that S+V  396

It’s the choice between A and B 170

It’s the only way to+V 265

It’s time to+V 468

It’s too bad about sb  393

It’s too bad about sb whose~  393

It’s too bad about sth  393

It’s too bad because S+V  394

It’s too bad what~  394

It’s too much to say S+V, but S+V  131

If S+V, why did you+V ? 497

If that is the case, then S+V 500

If that’s the case, I’d like to+V 500

If that’s the case, why not+V? 500

If we’re anything alike, S+V 506

If you ask me, I think S+V 206

If you don’t agree to~, what’s your~? 497

If you have similar taste to mine, S+V 506

If you insist on~, then we can’t+V 498

If you insist on~, then we can’t+V  375

If you think S+V, what about~?  375

If you think S+V, you’re wrong  116

If you think~ , what about~ ?  501

If you were to ask me if S+V, I would say that ~ 242

If you’re like me, S+V  506

If you+V, I can+V  501

If you+V, then we can+V  498

If you+V, what do you+V?  497

If~ not, you will+V  496

ignore the fact S+V  560

Imagine if S+V  503

in a few moments  527

in a nutshell  524

in a row  529

in a word  524

In fact,  049

In my opinion,  202

in order to+V  518

In other words,  130

in return for~  519

in short  524

In some cases it will, but in most cases,  537

in spite of~  520

in the near future  525

In what way do you think S+V?  381

Instead of~ , what about~ ?  372

is a time when S+V  464

Is it all right if I+V?  254

Is it okay if S+V?  254

Is it okay to+V?  254

Is it popular ~?  059

Is it possible that S+V?  175

Is it really true what they’re saying about ~?  058

Is it true that S+V?  058

Is it true that S+V?  225

Is that how you+V?  240

Is that it?  356

is that the point you’re making?  121

Is that what you are saying?  084

Is that what you mean?  084

Is that why S+V?  451

Is there a possibility S+V?  176

Is there any way to+V?  535

Is there anything that S+V?  535

Is there anything you can do to+V?  535

Is this how it works?  240

Is this how you think S+V?  240

Is this your first time to+V?  140

Is this your first+N?  139

Isn’t it great that S+V?  224

Isn’t it great to+V?  224

It appears that S+V  197

It can’t be true!  456

It didn’t make sense to me because S+V  227

It does matter to sb  274

It doesn’t look like S+V  193

It doesn’t make sense to+V  227

It doesn’t matter ~  274

It doesn’t matter to me (if~)  274

It feels good to+V  410

It goes against~ to+V  349

It got me thinking ~  246

It has been+시간+since~  472

It has just occurred to me that~  133

It hit me that S+V  133

It is A that ~  504

It is as if S+V  495

It is really hard to say how+S+V  270

It is sad to+V  400

It is strange for sb to + V  404

It is supposed to+V  273

It is too bad that ~  394

It is true that S+V, but S+V  226

It is unbelievable!  456

It makes me feel better~  411

It makes me sick to think S+V  415

It makes me think of all the times when S+V  246

It makes me think of all the times when S+V  475

It makes me think of+N  246

It makes no difference ~  286

It makes sb uncomfortable to+V  386

It makes sense to+V  227

It never crossed my mind that S+V  133

It says (here) ~  037

It seems like just yesterday that S+V  476

It seems so strange for me to+V  286

It seems that S+V  196

It seems to me that S+V  197

It seems to+V  196

It seems+adj  196
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Now I remember,  513

Now I understand why S+V  321

Now that I know that S+V  528

now that I think of it,  513

Now that you mention it[that], S+V 528

Now you’re talking!  355

O   P   R

on a regular basis  529

On top of that,  531

On what do you base your opinion S+V?  202

Once S+V, S+V  502

one after another 529

One of the difficulties with sth is that ~  282

One of the disadvantages with sth is that S+V  282

One of the problems with sth is that S+V  213

One of the problems with sth is that S+V  282

One possibility (of~ ) is that S+V  177

One thing that I’d like to make clear is that S+V  158

One thing that we have to remember is that   
S + V 473

One thing that we have to remember is that   
S+V 147

One thing that’s not clear to me is if S+V 158

One way to+V is to+V 266

or rather  518

or so  523

over the past few years  527

Part of the reason for this is that S+V  447

pay attention to~  542

Perhaps I shouldn’t tell you this, but~  041

Personally, I think S+V  207

Picture it if S+V  503

pin sth on sb  569

Please give me time to consider~  149

Please speak slowly 126

pull out all the stops  216

put forward a proposal  061

put one’s mind to sth  260

put pressure on sb[sth] to + V  567

put sb through~  561

regarding~  517

regardless of~  520

remember ~ing  145

ring a bell  145

Rumor has it (that) S+V  030

run into sb  558

Run it by me again  047

S  T

S + will be in trouble if S+V  271

Same here  565

search the Internet  032

see ~ as reason for~  460

She said S+V  348

show sb how to+V  270

sit on one’s hands  552

So what?  570

so~ that S+V  444

Some+V, others+V  278

Some+V, the others+V  278

Somebody told me ~  038

someday soon  525

something like that  522

Sometimes S+V, but most of the time S+V  477

sooner or later  525

Sorry, I don’t quite follow you. What did you say? 124

Sorry?  123

Sounds fine to me  416

Sounds like a plan!  572

Speaking as~, I think S+V  510

Speaking of~  510

such a~  507

such a+명사 that S+V  444

such as  522

take action  563

Take my word for it  570

take place  548

take sb at sb’s word  064

take sb’s suggestions  064

take the long view of~  208

take[see] A as B  550

tap into  569

Tell me about it!  354

That doesn’t mean that S+V  095

That is often the case  465

That may be a good idea, but~  342

That may be so, but S+V  343

That may be true, but S+V  341

That means that S+V  095

That sounds rather+형용사+ for sb to+V  194

That’s a completely different matter  367

That’s a good point  357

That’s a good suggestion  357

That’s all right for you, but~  373

That’s as if to say S+V  101

That’s as much as to say S+V 101

That’s exactly the way I feel  359

It’s too much to say~ 368

It’s too much to suggest that S+V  172

It’s true that S+V  225

It’s true that S+V, but it’s also true that S+V 226

It’s unfortunate that S+V  397

It’s unlikely that S+V  182

It’s unreasonable to say that S+V  368

It’s up to sb  256

It’s very difficult (for A) to+V 181

It’s very difficult to say, but~ 042

It’s what got me to+V  459

It’s+N that~  443

It’s+형용사+that S+V  443

It’s+형용사+to+V 443

J   K   L

just like ~  565

keep ~ing  547

keep quiet about~  557

keep sb in suspense  329

know better than to + V  570

know how+형용사+ it is  322

know nothing about~  325

know[understand] what it’s like to~  128

let alone~  532

Let me add that S+V  248

Let me begin by ~ing  232

Let me check if I understand you correctly  144

Let me check+N  144

Let me get this straight  104

Let me give some thought to that before~  149

Let me know if S+V  237

Let me know what S+V  237

Let me make sure S+V  228

Let me put it another way  130

Let me repeat that S+V  129

Let me see if I can+V  143

Let me see if S+V  143

Let me tell you straight  104

Let me think about it  148

Let me think it over  148

let sb+V  184

Let’s be clear about~  157

Let’s figure out why S+V  320

Let’s move on to~  232

Let’s not forget that S+V  249

Let’s not talk about~  154

Let’s pretend S+V  502

Let’s say (that) S+V  502

Let’s skip it  232

Let’s suppose S+V, what happens if~ 166

Let’s talk about+N  154

Let’s wait and see how[what, if ] S+V  230

level with  048

Like what?  569

listen carefully to~  542

Listen to me 083

look at~ for example  252

look upon A as B  550

Looks like+N 1 093

M   N

make an effort to+V  216

make it more like  559

make nothing of~  560

make sb realize how+형용사 S+V  322

make sb+V  184

make small talk  183

Make sure~  228

manage to+V  563

meet up with sb  558

more ~ than sb thought  490

more~ than sb thought to+V  490

My feeling is that S+V  414

My guess is that S+V  204

My impression is that S+V  414

My opinion is that S+V  202

My personal opinion is that S+V  207

My suggestion is S+V  063

My suggestion would be to+V  063

never know whether or not S + V  325

No doubt S+V  318

No kidding!  364

No offense, but S+V  169

No one can tell what[why] S+V  172

No problem  416

No way!  457

Nobody knows~  324

not ~ but rather  518

not ~ until~  472

not only A but (also) B  523

Not that I know of  305

Not that I remember[recall]  305

Not that I’m aware of  305

not to mention S+V  531

Nothing is more ~ than~  488

Now (that) S+V, ~  528
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There you go again  572

There’s a good chance that S+V  180

There’s a part of sb that S+V  541

There’s another way to+V  267

There’s got to be+N  279

There’s no question S+V  319

There’s no telling  323

There’s no telling what[how]~  323

There’s no way to tell ~  323

There’s nothing for sb (but) to+V  486

There’s nothing I can do to+V[about+N] 485

There’s nothing left for us to do except+V  486

There’s nothing like ~  487

There’s nothing like A to+V  487

There’s nothing like A when S+V  487

There’s nothing to+V  485

There’s nothing we can do about+N that+V  170

There’s nothing worse than~  486

There’s nothing wrong with sb ~ing  283

There’s nothing wrong with~  283

There’s nothing you can do to+V[about+N]  485

These are people who never really thought  
(that) S+V 533

things like this  522

Think if S+V  503

think of A as B  550

think positive about~  553

think twice about~  555

This brings us[me] to the question of~  251

This hasn’t happened since ~  441

This is my first time to+V  140

This is my first+N  139

This is not how S+V  239

This is not to say S+V  101

This is the first time S+V  140

This is too much  363

This isn’t my first+N  139

This leads us[me] to+V  251

To be honest,  048

to begin with  530

to my way of thinking,  515

To tell you the truth,  048

too~ to~  444

turn out (that) S+V  551

U   V   W

Unless S+V, you will+V  496

Was this your first time to do that?  474

we call it~  538

We can’t ignore the possibility of ~ing  177

We don’t have any problem with ~  280

We have to keep in mind that S+V  243

We have to recognize that S+V  249

We have to talk a little more to highlight+N  155

We have to talk about~  155

We have to talk it over before S+V  155

We just have to be ~ when S+V  173

We just have to be ~ when~  566

We might as well  287

We shouldn’t forget that S+V  249

We’ll see what[who, if~] S+V  142

We’re forgetting ~  250

We’re talking about+N[~ing]  082

week after week  527

What (do you think) will happen when S+V?  505

What are the odds that S+V?  179

What are you planning to ~ ?  479

What are you talking about?  085

What are you trying to say?  085

What bothers you the most~?  272

What caused ~?  453

What caused sb to + V ~?  453

What could be better than~?  509

What could be more~ than~ ?  509

What did I tell you (about~)?  36

What did sb+V ~ for?  459

What did you say, after ~?  125

What do you call that in English?  134

What do you expect to+V?  171

What do you mean by ~ing?  097

What do you mean S+V?  097

What do you mean, S+V?  097

What do you say in English if you want to say   
that S+V  135

What do you say to~ing?  069

What do you say we+V?  069

What do you suppose S+V?  205

What do you think about~?  052

What do you think of sb ~ing?  052

What do you think of+N[~ing]?  052

What do you think S+V~?  053

What do you think the best way is to+V?  268

What do you think the best way to+V~?  054

What do you think we should+V?  053

What do you want me to+V?  066

What do you want to+V?  066

What does it look like (when) S+V?  073

What happened to sb ~ing?  284

What happened to sb when S+V?  284

That’s exactly what I think  365

That’s exactly what I was trying to say  365

That’s for sure  357

That’s how S + V  239

That’s it!  356

That’s it?  356

That’s not how S+V  239

That’s not my idea of~  381

That’s not the case  380

That’s not the end of the story  153

That’s not true  341

That’s okay with me  416

That’s one of the reasons S+V  447

That’s one of the reasons why S+V  447

That’s one of the things that S+V  566

That’s the one thing S+V  218

That’s the question  165

That’s the way it is  359

That’s true, at least in~ but~  340

That’s true, but it’s also true that~ 340

That’s what I want to know  165

That’s what I was thinking!  359

That’s what I’m saying  365

That’s what made sb + V  450

That’s what makes you+형용사 449

That’s what S+V  451

That’s what we’re all wondering  165

That’s where you’re wrong  116

That’s why S+V  451

The+비교급 S+V, the+비교급 S+V  488

The answer is that S+V  255

The best part is S+V  491

The best way is to+V  268

The best way to+V is to~  054

The best way to+V is to+V  268

the best+명사+ I’ve pp is~  491

the first thing in the morning  530

The first thing is, S+V  530

The first thing you need to know is that S+V  244

The funny thing is that S+V  276

The general consensus is that~  537

The general idea is that S+V  537

The good thing about ~ is that S+V  276

The hard part is S+V  491

The last thing I want to do is ~  420

The meaning of this is that S+V  094

The mistake that you’ve made is in ~ing  161

The most important thing is ~ing  263

The name of it is~  538

The only exception is~  252

The only thing (that) ~ is~  276

The only way S+V is to+V[by~ing]  265

The only way to+V is to+V[by ~ing]  265

The point I would like to make is that S+V  121

The point I’d like to make is that S+V  159

The point is that S+V  238

The possibility exists that S+V  177

The problem is that S+V  212

The problem is when S+V  213

The problem we are facing is S+V  214

The problem we have is S+V  214

The problem we have to deal with is S+V  156

The question is not whether S+V  367

The question is what S+V  212

The question we have to answer is whether S+V 156

The question we have to answer is~  214

The real problem is that S+V  213

The reason for ~ is that S+V  445

The reason S+V is that[because] S+V  445

The thing is S+V  285

The trouble is S+V  212

The truth is that S+V  340

the way I look at this,  515

the way I see it,  515

the way S+V  264

The whole point is that S+V  238

The whole point of+N is to+V  238

There are a lot of people who+V  533

There are a lot of+N who + V  533

There are times when S+V  464

There are two ways of ~ing  267

There comes a point when S+V  466

There comes a time when S+V  466

There has been a lot of news about~  534

There have been a number of occasions~  465

There is a possibility S+V  176

There is a way S+V  267

There is more of a chance to+V  180

There is no question about~  319

There is no way we+V  170

There is nothing I like more than~  488

There is one more thing I wanted to say  153

There is talk of ~  037

There is[are] some~ that S+V  534

There is[are] some+N ~ing  534

There isn’t a possibility S+V  176

There must be+N  279

There never comes a moment when S+V  466

There seems to be+N  279

There was one time that S+V  464

Y
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You can’t generalize about~  369

You can’t generalize from~ that S+V  369

You can’t help ~ing  257

You can’t help but+V  257

You can’t say that S+V  102

You can’t say that S+V just because S+V  102

You can’t say that~ simply because S+V  369

You can’t+V just because S+V  102

You could have+pp  113

You didn’t say S+V, did you?  106

You didn’t tell me S+V  106

You didn’t tell me S+V, did you?  106

You don’t know what it’s like to+V  128

You don’t mean to say that S+V  077

You don’t need to+V  244

You don’t realize ~  328

You don’t understand~  328

You don’t understand~  172

You don’t want to+V  112

You forgot to mention~  476

You got a second?  046

You got it  355

You got that right!  360

You have no idea what it’s like to+V  128

You hit the nail right on the head  360

You know how ~  376

You know the way S+V is~  264

You know what got me through?  540

You know what? 024

You may be aware of the fact that~ 045

You may be right, but S+V  343

You may think S+V  192

You may want to+V  112

You mean like ~?  096

You mean S+V?  096

You mentioned (that) S+V  098

You mentioned S+V. Could you tell me what it is? 099

You might say that S+V  166

You missed the point of~  374

You must think S+V  192

you name it  573

You never know what[wh~]  324

You only need to + V  244

You really think S+V? 056

You said it  354

You said S+V  100

You said S+V but in fact S+V  119

You said something about+N[~ing]  098

You said something about+N[~ing]. I’m not sure 
what it is.  099

You said something different  347

You said you wanted to+V  100

You said you+V  100

You seem to confuse the words A and B  132

You should have+pp  113

You should wait and see if S+V  230

You should[or must]+V  118

You shouldn’t have+pp  113

You sure~ ?  299

You told me about~  098

You told me S+V but in fact S+V  119

You took the words out of my mouth  360

You were right when you said~  345

You won’t believe this, but S+V  029

You would think S+V  192

You wouldn’t dare+V  437

You’d better not+V  493

You’d better~, or you will~  493

You’d better+V  493

You’ll be surprised when ~  424

You’re aware of~(?)  295

You’re expected to+V  171

You’re joking!  456

You’re just saying that to+V  077

You’re kidding!  457

You’re not aware of~  328

You’re not going to+V  112

You’re not gonna believe this, but S+V  029

You’re not supposed to+V  273

You’re right except that S+V  344

You’re right in saying~  344

You’re right in the sense that S+V  344

You’re right when you say~  345

You’re saying S+V(?)  077

You’re supposed to+V  273

You’re talking about the time~ ?  079

You’re talking about~  079

You’re telling me!  355

You’re wrong about~  116

You’re wrong in saying that S+V  115

You’re wrong to+V  115

You’ve got a lot to think about~  256

You’ve got a point there, 358

You’ve got to hear this, S+V  034

Your~ is far from the truth  374

강조의 do  507

비교급 + than ever before  490

What happened to sb?  284

What happened to sth?  163

What happened?  162

What I can’t understand is how~  312

What I don’t get is~  312

What I don’t understand is why ~  312

What I mean is that S+V  094

What I remember (the most) is ~ing  147

What I remember about sb is that S+V  147

What I want is to+V  093

What I want to know is if S+V  093

What I wanted to say to you is S+V  093

What I’m saying is that S+V  086

What I’m trying to say is that S+V  086

What if S+V?  505

What is ~ like?  567

What is meant by this is S+V  094

What is the cause of ~?  453

What made sb + V?  450

What made you decide to+V?  450

What makes me really angry is (that) S+V  401

What makes you so sure S+V?  449

What makes you think so?  448

What makes you think that S+V?  448

What percentage of ~? 566

What reason did S+give for ~ing?  446

What reason did sb+V? 446

What was the reason for sb to+V? 446

What will likely happen is (that) S+V 164

What would happen if ~?  505

What would you do if S+V  499

What would you like me to+V?  068

What would you like to+V?  068

What would you say to~ ?  069

What you are saying is in fact +V  368

What you’re saying is not true  341

What’s the best way to tell~ in English?  134

What’s the best way to+V~ ?  054

What’s the English word that means that S+V? 135

What’s the matter?  162

What’s the point if S+V?  120

What’s the point in ~ if S+V?  120

What’s the point of~?  120

What’s the problem with ~?  163

What’s the right way to say that S+V in English? 134

What’s wrong with ~ing?  163

What’s your opinion on ~?  055

What’s your point?  085

What’s your take on~ ?  055

when faced with~  543

When I said S+V, I didn’t mean S+V  087

When I said S+V, I meant S+V  087

When I say S+V, I mean S+V  087

when it comes down to it,  514

when it comes to~  514

when you think of~  514

Whenever[Every time] S + V1~, S + V2 472

Where do you stand on~ ?  055

which means that S+V  130

while ~ing 479

Who would have thought S+V?  442

Why are you (so)~?  430

Why did you+V~ ?  431

Why didn’t you tell me ~ ?  431

Why didn’t you~ ?  431

Why do I have to+V?  454

Why do I need to + V?  454

Why do you care what~ ?  455

Why do you think ~?  448

Why do you~ ?  430

Why don’t we go ~?  070

Why don’t we wait and see how[what, if ] S+V  230

Why don’t you ~?  070

Why don’t you~ ?  070

Why should I+V?  454

Why would you say S+V?  455

will do anything to+V  539

wind up~ 546

work together with ~  545

Would it be all right if S+V, instead?  372

Would it make you feel better if S+V?  411

Would you believe me if I said S+V?  427

Would you believe S+V?  427

Would you feel better if S+V?  410

Would you like me to+V?  068

Would you like to know ~? 067

Would you like to+V?  047

Would you mind ~ing[if S+V]?  247

Wouldn’t it be better to+V?  222

Wouldn’t it be better to+V?  371

Wouldn’t it be better to+V?  509

Wouldn’t you rather+V~, instead of+~ing?  484

You are going to have to ~  118

You are going to+V  118

You are saying S+V. Is that right?  084

You better believe S+V  427

You can bet S+V  209

You can say that again  354

You can’t be serious!  457

You can’t believe how~  428


